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will be awarded at the
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in June 2021.

11 IESDC Candela Award recipients also received
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AWARD RECIPIENT: STROIK LIGHTING DESIGNINTERIOR LIGHTING DESIGN

AWARD OF MERIT

BICENTENNIAL HALL

Built in 1855 as the campus library, Bicentennial Hall is the oldest academic 
building at Virginia Theological Seminary. The school recently sold one of three 
valuable stone panel carvings from the palace of the Assyrian king (circa 850 
BCE) that garnered significant funds for the project. VTS allotted funds for the 
fabrication of a large display case for the remaining two panels they owned. 
They also commissioned a replica casting of the auctioned panel for display.

The project’s main programmatic objective of enhancing historic, aesthetic, 
and functional aspects within this important campus treasure compelled us to 
develop a non- invasive approach. Architectural and task illumination is 
achieved with indirect sources – we were able to uplight the ornate ceiling and 
simultaneously provide task lighting. The lighting systems offer uniform horizontal 
illumination for flexible task while also affording gentle accenting of vertical 
and ceiling surfaces effectively extending, containing, and framing visual 
delight and utility within an absolutely unique room.

Given the juxtaposition of both the rich architectural expression of the 
renovated library interior and the beautiful artistic and cultural expression of the 
Assyrian tablets, the lighting is at once deliberately underwhelming and yet 
absolutely transformative of these two artifacts – the building and the art, 
synthesizing these fundamentally foreign elements into a coherent unity that is 
exploited by the lighting. As such, the value of the light is uniquely seductive 
without awareness of it

The integrated dimming control system is interfaced with AV controls to allow 
ease of use for a variety of activities and uses of the room. Utilizing a building 
wide architectural dimming control system ensures that energy use is 
minimized, while offering user- friendly engagement with the building. As such, 
occupancy sensors as well as an intuitive menu of preset scenes is available on 
an touchscreen at the entry.



AWARD RECIPIENT: MCLAINTERIOR LIGHTING DESIGN

AWARD OF MERIT

BELL HELICOPTER, CRYSTAL CITY

A military aeronautical manufacturer opened new offices to 

interface with potential clients. The lobby was envisioned as an 

environment that would facilitate interaction while driving home the 

sophisticated and cutting edge nature of their technology.

Intent was to create an ethereal environment reminiscent of the 

stealthiness of their product, where fixtures receded into the 

background and light filtered from coves to reinforce form.

Additional challenges included:

- providing illumination from coves that were fully black (i.e., no 

white surfaces to reflect light,) [This was accomplished by creating 

the cove as a shelf without cove lip and slipping a lensed linear 

fixture in, aimed sideways.]

- following curves in tight coves without socket shadow or shadow 

lines [LED ribbon lights were designed to mount to the back side of 

cove lips and aim into the white cove interior, reflecting shadow 

free light outward. (Similar detail used at toe kick)].]

- avoiding visibility via reflection in specular walls and floors.

A multiscene preset system was provided to allow light levels to be 

calibrated as desired and respond to daylight. Used in conjunction 

with black out shades, the center could be used in full 

AV/presentation mode or as a traditional Lobby.

Cost effective fixtures were specified to meet budget in a minimalist 

manner that bested ASHRAE 90.1- 2013 wattage allowances by 40%.



AWARD RECIPIENT: MCLAINTERIOR LIGHTING DESIGN

AWARD OF MERIT

MIDTOWN CENTER LOBBY

A prominent building was envisioned as a landmark in a central business district. It’s
rippling facade carried on into the main lobby, which served as a lantern- like heart 
to the project.

In the lobby sawtooth coves were created using plate metal and white marble. It 
was apparent that optimal illumination would be to fully integrate and conceal 
fixtures, creating a luminous surround with minimal focal highlighting. This would 
provide ethereal illumination for those in the space and make the lobby glow like a 
lantern when viewed from the street.

At the time of design there were no LED ribbon lights (now manufactured by 
dozens of companies) and only a handful of linear LED product available that was 
close to the efficiency of fluorescent fixtures. However, the small size and total 
length of the coves prohibited the use of fluorescent T5 strips or even T2.

A lower wattage fixture was needed that could serve as the primary source of 
illumination, be cost effective, energy efficient, and small in profile. A single 
product was found that could address all requirements.

Since the finish used throughout was a low polish stone, reflection was a concern. 
Fixtures had to be detailed so as not to be visible via reflection while still allowing 
sufficient illumination to escape from coves. Mock- ups were performed to verify 
the accuracy of calculations in order to achieve IES recommended illumination 
levels without exceeding energy code restrictions.
Additional accent and focal lighting was similarly integrated at reception desk toe 
kick and elevator surrounds in a manner that meshed with the overall cove lighting 
strategy.

A multi- scene preset dimming system allowed balancing illumination levels at 
different times of day and responding to daylight ingress at entries.



AWARD RECIPIENT: FLUX STUDIOINTERIOR LIGHTING DESIGN

AWARD OF MERIT

RADIANT ECHO

Situated in the glass- walled atrium of a college science building, this light sculpture evokes 
the power and enigma of fireworks while illustrating principles of physics, chemistry, 
psychology, software programming, astronomy and art. 286 reflective orbs and 3,640 
programmable LED lights display a series of dynamic sequences that each transform
the atrium in a unique way. To stay within a tight budget and ensure material and 
operational efficiency, the artwork was fully conceived and detailed by the lighting design 
team.

Despite budget constraints, an immersive spatial experience was achieved using two low-
density LED pixel screens interspersed with polished aluminum spheres. Mounting channels 
and reflector strands use off- the- shelf components, while pixel strands feature bare tri-
color LED chips suspended on custom PCB supports.

The lighting design team developed custom programming content guided by research into 
academic principles related to fireworks. Custom color palettes for each show were 
determined through extensive testing of the programming color output and resultant 
perceived light color.

The sculpture operates in one resting state and five active states. Designed to inspire, not 
distract from schoolwork, the active state shows occur in random order every twenty 
minutes during evening hours. The sculpture’s position in the atrium encourages observers 
to experience it from multiple interior and exterior vantage points. To support the
atrium’s use as an academic space, the longer, slower resting state show provides ambient 
light to work surfaces below the sculpture.

The lighting control approach included consideration of how the artwork would appear 
under daylight conditions. Each morning when the atrium receives direct sun, the sculpture 
is illuminated exclusively with natural light. The LED strands effectively disappear, leaving the 
reflector strands to dominate the artwork. The aluminum spheres appear subdued on 
cloudy days, while on clear days they sparkle in the sun.



AWARD RECIPIENT: HARTRANFT LIGHTING DESIGNOUTDOOR LIGHTING DESIGN

AWARD OF MERIT

GREATER ROCHESTER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT ENTRY CANOPY

Greater Rochester International Airport had a comprehensive plan - become a world class airport. 

Renderings, used to garner public support/funding circulated of an aerodynamic, somewhat translucent, 

curving tensile fabric structure. The canopy glowed brightly from color changing fixtures positioned high 

above with light softly glowing through the material.

During design, the tensile material shifted to mostly opaque presenting a fourfold challenge - how best to 

meet the established design promise of a colorful canopy top, properly light the canopy underside for 

pedestrian/vehicular traffic, create an interesting entry experience under the canopy and meet budget.

Roadway lights chosen to mimic the organic form provide excellent light levels/uniformity across drive 

lanes and sidewalks.

The central bridge/walkway is lighted with low glare, diffuse ceiling lights.

Modeled in 3D to calculate beam angles and outputs, but double checked with hand calculations and 

experience.

RGBW fixtures with varying beam spreads mounted to garage and airport roof evenly light top surface of 

canopy. Where visible, glare shields are provided.

Smaller, RGBW fixtures mounted 4' above grade (above snowfall heights) on garage side of structure 

frame uplight outer canopy surfaces not addressed from the garage mounting locations.

RGBW fixtures mounted to both sides of each set of canopy structures evenly light the underside.

All fixtures are LED to meet requirements for energy efficiency, maintenance and flexibility.

Tunable white, individually addressable dot strings mounted to the underside frame are programmed to 

vary color temperature and intensity. Originally designed to run crosswise on each support, budget 

constraints led to quantity reductions and a staggered pattern.

Roadway/bridge lights are controlled by BMS via timeclock. All DMX fixtures are controlled by remotely 

accessed DMX controller with timeclock.

Multiple scenes were developed for dynamic display capability. The average time spent under the 

canopy is four minutes, no scene exceeds four minutes.



AWARD RECIPIENT: MCLALIGHTING CONTROL INNOVATION

AWARD OF MERIT

CAPITAL ONE CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS

This financial firm challenged the design team to consider both the Client’s current 
and future control needs for its new international headquarters. The 31- story tower 
stands 470- feet- tall, the tallest occupied building in the region. The building is LEED 
v2009 Gold Certified and the interior lighting power density is 43% below ASHRAE 
Standard 90.1- 2007. The lighting control system is designed to be expandable, as 
the Client develops its headquarters campus. The building’s energy savings is 
displayed throughout the building to assert the firm’s commitment to sustainability.

The all- glass tower allows 75% of regularly occupied spaces to receive sufficient 
illuminance from daylight and 90% of regularly occupied spaces views to the 
exterior. This achievement came with the challenge to control direct daylight within 
work areas. Automatic shades and photocells are implemented in all regularly 
occupied spaces to control glare, while not impeding views to the exterior.

Linear lensed luminaires in a staggered pattern uniformly illuminate the open work 
areas with an average to minimum ratio of 1.5. The luminaire arrangement provides 
a flexible workplace, where furniture and partitions are reconfigurable without 
relocation of the lighting. Standard 4- foot and 8- foot length linear luminaires were 
incorporated to limit luminaire and installation costs for the 23- stories of office 
space. Reprogrammable, digital addressable drivers allow for future spatial 
reconfiguration and provide status reports for maintenance. Lighting controls allow 
for load shedding during peak demand.

After business hours, the control system dims the perimeter zone of staggered 
luminaires to 10% light output and turns the interior zone of luminaires off. This 
satisfies the emergency lighting requirement, reduces energy consumption, and 
minimizes exposure of the security guards inspecting the floors in the evening, which 
was a security concern. The resulting lighting effect is a compelling evening 
presence suitable for a leader in its field.



AWARD RECIPIENT: MCLAINTERIOR LIGHTING DESIGN

AWARD OF MERIT

CAPITAL ONE CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS ART

This new corporate landmark towers high above surrounding buildings in the region. 
The 31- story ediface stands 470- feet- tall with 950,000 square feet of interior space. Its 
distinctive form is compelling for a corporate headquarters. However, the soul of the 
building is an art program initiated by the owner; it is designed to enhance the 
employee experience and encourages innovation and creativity using dramatic 
features to strengthen employee recruitment and retention. Lighting is connected to 
that art for maximum effect.

The six- story lobby includes tiered balconies overlooking the main entrance and a 48-
foot- tall chandelier with 240 glass globes, providing a spectacular statement. In the 
seventh floor two- story sky lobby, recessed linear lens luminaires highlight the rippling, 
translucent fin ceiling and emit a diffused, ambient illumination reminiscent of an 
overcast sky. Suspended, cylindrical downlight luminaires are strategically located to 
protect the fins from heat and provide a punch of lighting on the polished floor below.

Amenity areas are connected by art focal points illuminated to express color, texture, 
and movement. Neutral- tone finishes and integrated lighting provide a muted 
background to the art installations.

The luminaires utilize programmable, digital addressable drivers to allow for spatial re-
configuration and provide status reports for maintenance. A multi- scene preset lighting 
control system automatically adjusts the lighting scenes throughout the day, creating 
subtle shifts in light and shadow. Photocells continuously respond to daylight. Local 
touch panel dimming controls with individual z one control allow for flexibility in the light 
levels to meet the fluctuating needs of each space. The building’s energy savings is 
displayed throughout the building to assert the firm’s commitment to sustainability. The 
lighting control system is expandable, as the Client develops its headquarters campus.

The building is LEED v2009 Gold Certified and the interior lighting power density is 43% 
below ASHRAE Standard 90.1- 2007.



AWARD RECIPIENT: STROIK LIGHTING DESIGNINTERIOR LIGHTING DESIGN

AWARD OF MERIT

CONFIDENTIAL GOVERNMENT WORKPLACE

The 95,000 SF government workplace project, stacked on seven floors of a DC 

suburban speculative office tower consisted largely in private offices and 

several breakout, lounge- like informal collaboration areas. LED sources used 

throughout the project with 80+CRI in all areas other than in collaborative and 

conference rooms where sources were upgraded with 90+CRI fittings. Vertical 

surfaces that included identifying graphics are washed with the use of recessed 

downlights throughout circulation and lounge areas. Slatted ceilings with 

integrated downlights as well as scribed "halos" of light are themes that carry 

through both circulation and break rooms on all levels of the fitout.

The conference center has several activities and uses that challenged the 

design team to strategically integrate three types of lighting: task light at the 

workplace provided by downlights with maximum glare cutoff; lensed 

luminaires generating both ambient and vertical illumination for meetings and 

flattering presentation for VTC applications; and vertical surface illumination in 

the form of wall washing/ accenting to serve as calm background for all events 

and uses. Moreover several of these conference rooms needed to expand and 

contract depending on group size. As such, it was critical to ensure uniform 

illumination when dividers are deployed or retracted. The corridor circulation is 

demarked by recessed asymmetric linear micro- prismatic lensed slot- light that 

generates actual task illumination to the full- height glazed private offices that 

largely adjoin these pathways

The lighting power density of 0.8 w/sf is 2% less than allowed by the energy 

code. The integrated fitout- wide dimming control system is designed to utilize 

lights as needed, when needed, with thoughtfully programmed logic to ensure 

ease of use and defaults to conservation.



AWARD RECIPIENT: CFR ENGINEERINGLIGHTING CONTROL INNOVATION

AWARD OF MERIT

CONVENE - TERRELL PLACE - OFFICE RENOVATION

The Convene Terrell Place Office Renovation project is a complex office fit- out 
project spanning five floors. The owner’s primary control desire is to control the 
lighting for all five levels from a single tablet, triggering overrides for specific 
events at specific times of day within a tight schedule. Unique energy 
requirements for the project include lighting power density and controls 
performance greater than those mandated by ASHRAE 90.1 2010 in order 
comply with the building’s strict Green Energy requirements. Specific brand 
requirements stipulate wireless controls where possible to reduce wiring, 
maximize flexibility, and maintain a unique branded look in private offices, 
abundant open ceiling areas, and large gathering spaces. Convene’s intense 
desire for a unique aesthetic matching the history and style of the Terrell Place 
building while maintaining brand consistency required a diverse, requisite 
selection of lighting fixtures. Individual control devices were meticulously 
documented for each fixture type to preserve the fixture selection and protect 
the overall project aesthetic. Dimming control protocols spanned 0- 10V, MLV, 
ELV, and DMX for both color changing and color tuning.

The control solution involves control devices from all levels tying into a single fully 
expandable central control system. Wireless sensors and switches satisfy flexibility 
concerns by allowing devices to be moved while minimally
affecting the architectural environment. The largest level is below grade, 
receives no natural light, yet houses the highest profile event spaces for the 
brand. In order to create an invigorating, inviting space, DMX color tuning is 
applied to large panel- style fixtures to simulate daylight entering through a 
skylight. The central system manages and monitors control sequences including 
sunrise color tuning for these simulated skylight fixtures, timeclock and 
occupancy prioritizing, grow light scheduling for live plants, occupancy sensing 
settings, daylight harvesting settings, manual overrides by wall switches, and 
owner overrides via tablet inputs.



AWARD RECIPIENT: STROIK LIGHTING DESIGNINTERIOR LIGHTING DESIGN

DUCHESNE CLUB

Comprised of some 10,000 SF in interior renovations of an historic 19th century infamous 
private urban club the challenge was quickly outlined to improve this rather elegant 
period piece of architecture in a sensitive manner. This downtown club, operated since 
1873, has served famous members in its history providing exclusive social and business 
meeting and dining areas.

Select prominent areas of the club were modernized and reappointed that
thoughtfully enhanced the historical expression while ensuring state- of- the- art 
considerations including the lighting systems. Appropriate architectural and artwork 
illumination is achieved in a sensitive and discrete manner while also ensuring that 
energy efficient low maintenance sources are employed.

Holding an extensive art collection, the club routinely rotates their works of art and 
require flexible lighting systems in some areas but sought a way to minimize hardware 
expression, particularly given the richness of the architectural fabric. Therefore, discreet 
integration of select recessed lighting and wood- beam engaged valance track 
systems were employed to offer limited flexibility for art lighting. Newly appointed built-
in casework includes integrated back illuminated glazing as well as integral display 
lighting. The central garden room needed a significant intervention at the high ceiling 
to afford appropriate and effectively expressed laylights that evoke daylight in an 
otherwise fully enclosed internal room, that once was open to the sky. An acoustical 
ceiling and very dingy laylights were replaced with a new LED grid system above white 
acrylic in a new GWB ceiling system sympathetic to the romanesque architectural 
expression of the room. Cool LED's were used to replicate a sense of daylight diffusely 
entering the room from above.

The lighting power density for this project is 33% less than allowed by the energy code. 
The integrated dimming control system is set for ease of providing preset scenes 
activated via time clock.



AWARD RECIPIENT: CM KLING + ASSOCIATESINTERIOR LIGHTING DESIGN

AWARD OF MERIT 

CRANES DC

Cranes DC offers a culinary marriage between Spanish and Japanese cuisines. The 

architecture and interiors inspired on this palate and the restaurant’s name, Cranes, 

took literal flight and incorporated Japanese motifs drawn from origami.

“Paper folds” become the ceiling and the main light source of the space providing 

general soft light and gradients on the ceiling that add interest and depth to the 

space without glare. Thin clean linear pendant uplights purposely located on one 

side of the folds, playing with light and shadow, draw attention up and provide 

usable light below. These linear elements are seamlessly integrated with the ceiling 

folds disappearing in the space, allowing the illuminated shapes to take the stage. 
Other layers of light in the main dining area include adjustable cylinders mostly 

illuminating transition spaces, in- ground linear grazers highlighting the texture of the 

dark wavy wall contrasting the smooth light colored folds above, and decorative 

pendants above tables.

At the bar, crystal cranes above create a beautiful glowing art piece which has 

adjustable tiny floodlights aimed at it to create reflections that move as the cranes 

move with natural airflow inside. Bottle lighting is integrated into the millwork and 

shines up adding another focal point at the bar. The back- bar feature wall 

includes lines that stick out holding the precious sake bottles and are backlit left in 

silhouette while recessed accent provide front light on the bottles and wall bands 

themselves. Since the bands are semi- specular, there is a dynamic effect added to 

them as their glow varies as your perspective changes.

All light sources are LED, warm- white 2700K, high CRI to provide beautiful food 

rendition and take into consideration energy and the environment. Centralized 

lighting controls are used to transition thru scenes automatically during the day and 

ensure smooth consistent seamless dimming.



AWARD RECIPIENT: FLUX STUDIOINTERIOR LIGHTING DESIGN

BRANDT FOUNDATION ART BUILDING

The lighting design for this art gallery renovation in Manhattan’s East Village 
celebrates the building’s industrial past while supporting its role as a flexible 
exhibition space. The project’s two main challenges were to integrate the 
lighting with the architecture and to support varied curatorial intent. These 
challenges were compounded by existing ceiling conditions throughout the 
building. The multifaceted lighting solution included development of a 
custom track fixture and indirect lighting integrated with the concrete 
ceiling.

To reconcile the lighting in the main galleries with existing ceiling geometry, 
pendant- mounted lighting track is centered below the exposed secondary 
concrete beams, and specified with finishes that match the architectural 
palette. A layer of indirect light is provided by asymmetric up- lights 
concealed in coves above the primary ceiling beams.

Illuminating display surfaces evenly from these track positions was especially 
challenging in the second- floor gallery, where the ceiling is 30 feet high. The 
lighting also had to meet conservation light level requirements on certain 
works of art while maintaining the perception of even light distribution across 
the walls. The effort to meet these conflicting requirements culminated in the 
development of a custom luminaire to wall- wash large surfaces. Individual 
dimming capability at each fixture maximiz es flexibility in managing light 
levels on particular works of art.

In the fourth- floor gallery, display walls are illuminated with recessed wall-
washers custom manufactured with machined wood trims from the same 
stock of timber as the wood ceiling. In direct sunlight, caustic reflections 
scatter across the inner walls of the skylight, which doubles as a reflecting 
pool on the roof terrace. LED panel lights encircling its inner surface maintain 
visual interest in the feature at night.



AWARD RECIPIENT: CM KLING + ASSOCIATESINTERIOR LIGHTING DESIGN

CHARLESTON CIVIC CENTER

The Charleston Coliseum and Convention Center renovation and expansion 
transformed a dated events complex into an iconic space.

The renovation is distinguished by three feature glass nodes, including a glass 
façade pre- function space that extends to the edge of the Elk River. Inspired by 
West Virginia’s unique landscape, the walls are segmented at odd angles, 
resembling cut rock faces. RGB color- changing LED strip lighting accents the 
angled shapes. Top- of- wall surface- mounted uplights (3500K) illuminate the 
clerestory and high columns to visually float the ceiling. Recessed slot lighting 
provides general lighting.

A new 20,000 SF ballroom features high- quality finishes and dim to 0.1% controls. 
Downlights add sparkle (3000K, 90 CRI) between the recessed linear lights (3500K 
90 CRI). The linear lighting layouts create visual continuity when the ballroom is 
converted to exhibit space.

The new glass façade entrance at Clendenin Street is a 15,000 SF lobby and box 
office for the existing arena (not part of the renovation). The ceiling appears to 
float with uplighting by top- of- wall surface mounted lighting (3500K). 8ft long 
decorative, cylindrical pendants aligned along the glass façade draw attention 
into the space, down to vertical lines of light illuminating the box office windows.

A new south lobby is the main entrance and vehicle drop- off for the convention 
center. A suspended sculpture is illuminated with triple- head adjustable 
downlights specified with wide, medium, and narrow beam widths (3500K with 
0.1% dim). The corridor ceilings feature cove lighting with surface- mounted LED 
strip lighting above perforated coffers (3500K). The corridor walls feature LED 
backlight “bricks” interspersed in a textured wall.



AWARD RECIPIENT: SMITHGROUPINTERIOR LIGHTING DESIGN

NOBLIS, WASHINGTON, D.C.

Fluid forms and the subtle use of light, materials, and textures reference the idea of 

flight and connectivity for a new 20,000 square- foot office in Southwest 

Washington, DC. With sweeping views of the city, the Potomac River, and National 

Airport, the 9th floor space provides a unique public setting for the consultancy to 

meet with its aviation clients. Throughout, lighting enhances the architecture with 

luminaires selected for their technical performance and ability to define space.

The main public- facing area, the Gallery, features a sculptural, free- standing 

counter. In the ceiling soffit, above, small- aperture LED downlights, with glass tube 

accent modules and frosted glass lenses, create a sparkle effect.

The play of light is further highlighted by the iridescent plaster finish of the dividing 

wall that separates the Gallery from a dining area. By day, its shimmering surface is 

brought to life by natural light. At night, cylinder downlights, specified in black so 

they recede from view with other exposed ceiling elements, bathe the wall in crisp 

3500K white light. The dining nooks’ back walls are silhouetted with continuous- run, 

flexible LED tape; a decorative pendant above each table provides the illuminated 

exclamation point.

Beyond the Gallery, a multi- purpose space showcases continuous- run LED 

pendants finished in acoustical felt. The fixtures define the ceiling and provide a 

linear counterpoint to the curved soffit.

In the Innovation Lab, a trio of team meeting spaces for concept development, a 

kinetic, decorative pendant provides the illuminated focal point. In the adjacent 

Agile and Demo Labs, recessed, ceiling- integrated linear LED fixtures offer uniform 

illumination.

In the open offices, corner meeting areas take advantage of the views, while bright 

accent walls and decorative pendants provide design contrast. Architectural, LED 

pendants in a dark finish create a ceiling datum and light becomes the visual 

connection point that unifies this workplace.



AWARD RECIPIENT: FLUX STUDIOINTERIOR LIGHTING DESIGN

ONE FLUSHING

The lighting design for this 232,000 sq. ft. affordable housing complex in Queens, 
New York supports the intent of its architecture to accommodate 
multigenerational tenants in a variety of space types while complying with 
aggressive budget and energy restrictions. These restrictions drove lighting 
solutions throughout the project by encouraging the creative use of inexpensive 
lighting hardware.

In pursuit of cost reduction and energy efficiency, many project lighting design 
solutions are both functional and decorative. In the lobby, pendant- mounted 
linear fixtures are integrated with the wood slat ceiling to provide even horizontal 
illumination. Detailed lighting calculations informed the sparse but considered 
layout, ensuring that light level requirements could be met with minimal energy 
use and hardware costs.

Matching surface- mounted linear fixtures are used in the elevator lobbies and 
corridors on the residential floors. Elevator lobby fixtures are wall- mounted to 
illuminate signage and orientation graphics. Light fixture positioning varies along 
the walls and ceiling, adding rhythm and interest to the 400- foot- long residential 
corridors. A regularly spaced proportion of these fixtures doubles as emergency 
lighting, while the rest are controlled via occupancy sensors. Fixture positioning is 
partly determined by the locations of senior housing units. Ceiling- mounted 
fixtures outside these residences provide higher horizontal illuminance to support 
a low- vision population.

Other project lighting solutions followed the same strategy of prioritizing cost 
reduction and energy efficiency by using fixture positioning, adjacent materials, 
and architectural integration to add decorative character to the space. 
Pendant- mounted cord and plug fixtures suspended at varying heights 
illuminate the community lobby stair. In the attached retail mall, general lighting 
is provided by continuous line voltage diffuse LED strip lights integrated with the
architectural ceiling.



AWARD RECIPIENT: GILMORE LIGHTING DESIGNOUTDOOR LIGHTING DESIGN HONORABLE MENTION

WASHINGTON FISH MARKET

Washington Fish Market is a petite, complex parcel within 

a high-profile, mixed-use urban renewal development site 

in Washington, DC alongside the Washington Channel.

Utilizing layers of light in different locations: architectural, 

landscape, and site, enabled establishing a visual 

hierarchy relating to activity within each location, namely: 

lively, active, atmospheric, and iconic.

An innovative entry solution, comprised of an angled 

catenary system using suspended, glowing custom LED 

rings, provides functional egress illumination, while adding 

an artistic moment and a memorable site location by day 

and night… “Meet me under the rings”.



AWARD RECIPIENT: MCLAOUTDOOR LIGHTING DESIGN HONORABLE MENTION

ACADEMY OF THE ARTS, LYNCHBURG - FACADE

An historic theater was not previously illuminated except for 

spill light from the recently added marquee.

Integrated lighting was desired that could celebrate the 

architecture while having a minimal presence during the day 

and without being a source of glare to neighboring 

properties at higher elevations.

LED strip lighting was used predominantly for its small size, low 

cost, long life, and low energy consumption, addressing 

budget and code restrictions. This could be placed so as to

be nearly invisible (even from the upper stories of adjacent 

properties) and highlight both minor and major elements, 

while small linear grazing fixtures could accent pilasters and 

the façade as a whole while managing glare via louvers.



AWARD RECIPIENT: INTERPLAN INC.INTERIOR LIGHTING DESIGN HONORABLE MENTION

AWARD OF MERIT

RSM US, SAN DIEGO OFFICES

Walking into the shell space, the views out the windows to 

Torrey Point and the Pacific Ocean drew us toward them, 

like a moth to the light.

Our lighting solutions needed to have purpose; 

understated when in company with views and windows; 

uniform and directional in spaces less exposed to the 

natural light.

Our selection of a family of linear lights gave us the 

flexibility we needed to address the lighting requirements 

of a variety of spaces – open office, private office, 

conference rooms and corridors. The end result is a 

progression of spaces that balance the natural daylight 

within the space with the use of directed, constant and 

supportive lighting.



AWARD RECIPIENT: LIGHTWORKINTERIOR LIGHTING DESIGN HONORABLE MENTION

TEXAS WOMAN'S UNIVERSITY STUDENT UNION

The renovation of 125,000 sf Student Union is a heart-warming 

story of merging new with old for an original 1950’s era 

building to shift from a moderately-used banquet center to a 

full-time hub for the student body and visitors.

In addition to maintaining the primary façade, 38 original, 

cast-bronze pendants were refurbished/reinstalled in central 

circulation areas as a nod to the campus-wide interest in 

preserving the tone of the original building. Vertical highlights 

on architectural elements, pilasters, and walls unified the 

design vocabulary for old and new areas.

The decision to refurbish/reinstall existing decorative fixtures 

offered cost savings over new luminaires, while reducing 

connected load by 90% with LED sources. 


